
IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF TANZANIA 
AT PAR ES SALAAM

(CORAM; NYALALI. CrJv  MAKAME, J.A.. And KISANGA, J.A.)

in
The High Court Miscellaneous Civil Cause No* 1 cf 1993

Tht$ fase clearly demonstrates ho* .an unders-^ anding 
our -Gpuntry* s pa3t is- crucial to a better understanding 

If our present, azyi why i t -  is_JLmportaE.t^hile _und/ais±andiijg 
-gur pas-fĉ  -j|o avoid living In that past. The rejp^-nients^ 
namelyj Lohay Akenaay and Joseph Lohay are father and son, 
living the village Cf Kambi ya Simba, Mbulum j u I u  Ward, 
Mbuly. Distrift, in Arusha Region. In January 198?' "-hey 
successfully n̂s'fci'fcuted a suit in the Court of the 
Resident Magistrate for Arusha Region for recovery of a 
piece of land held under customary law. An eviction 
order was subsequently issued for eviction of tho ;;ud£.ement 
debtors and the respondents were given possession of the 
piece of land in question. There is currently an appeal 
pending in the High Court at Arusha against the judgement 
of the trial four^ This is Arusha High Court Civil
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Appeal Noj 6 of 1991. While this appeal was pending, a 
new law, which came into force on the 28th December 1992, 
was enacted by the Parliament, declaring the extinction of 
customary rights in land, prohibiting the payment of 
compensation for such extinction, ousting the jurisdiction 
of the courts, terminating proceedings pending in the 
courts, and prohibiting the enforcement of any court 
decision or decree concerning matters in respect of which 
jurisdiction was ousted. The law also established, inter 
alia, a tribunal with exclusive jurisdiction to deal with 
the matters taken out of the jurisdiction of the courts. 
This new law is the Regulation of Land Tenure (Established 
Villages) Act, 1992, Act Mo. 22 of j1992, hereinafter 
called Act No. 22 of 1992.

Aggrieved by this new law, the respondents petitioned 
against the Attorney-General in the High Court, under 
articles 30 (3) and 26 (2) of the Constitution of the 
United Republic of Tanzania, for a declaration to the 
effect that the new law is unconstitutional and 
consequently null and void. The High Court, Munuo, J., 
granted the petition and ordered the new law struck 
off the statute book. The Attorney-General was aggrieved 
by the judgement and order of the High Court, hence he 
sought and obtained leave to appeal to this Court. Mr. 
Felix Mrema, the learned Deputy Attorney-General, assisted 
by Mr. Sasi Salula, State Attorney, appeared for the 
Attorney-General, whereas Messrs Lobulu and Sang'ka, 
learned advocates, appeared for the respondents.



'From the proceedings m.this court and the court 
below, it is- apparent that there is no dispute between the 
parties' that during the colonial days, the respondents 
acquired a piece of, land under customary law. Between 1970 
and 1977 there was a country-wide operation undertaken in
the rural areas by the Government and the ruling party, to
• move ancL,.settle the majority of the scattered rural 
’population into villages on the mainland ox Tanzania,, One 
-such village, was. Kambi ya Samba village.*, where the 
respondents reside,. During this exercise*-commonly" referred 
>to as Operation Vijiji. there w'D.s wide-spread re—allocation 
■<>f~l£uid between the villagers -concerned, Among those " 
affected- by the--opera Lion-were the respondents, who were— - 
moved • away from the land they had acquired, during the
colonial.days to another piece of land within the same
village. The-respondents were apparent^/ rot satisfied 
with this reallocation and it was. f or the purpose of 
recovering their original piece of land that* they insti
tuted the legal action already mentioned. Before the case 
was concluded in 1989? subsidiary legislation was made by 
the appropriate Minister under’the Land Development 
(Specified Areas) Regulations, 1335 re-ad together with 
the Rural Lands (Planning and Utilization) Act, 1973,
Act. No. 14 of 1973 extinguishing all customary rights in 
land in 92 villages listen in a schedulec This is the 
Extinction of Customary. Land. Right Order, 198? published as 
Government Notice No. 83 of 13th February 1987* The 
order vested the land concerned in the respective District 
Councils having jurisdiction over the area where the land 
is situated. The respondents’ village is listed as Number 
22 in that schedule. All the 92 villages listed under the
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Order, including the respondents5 village, are in areas 
within Arusha Region.

The Memorandum of appeal submitted to us for the 
appellant contains nine grounds of appeal, two of which, 
that is ground number 8 and 9 were abandoned in the course 
of hearing the appeal. The remaining seven grounds of 
appeal read as follows:

1 . That the Honourable Trial Judge erred in fact 
and law in holding that a deemed Right of 
Occupancy as defined in section 2 of the Land 
Ordinance Cap 113 is ’’property'® for the 
purposes of Article 24(1) of the Constitution 
of the United Republic of Tanzania 1977 and 
as such its deprivation is unconstitutional.

2. That the Honourable Trial Judge erred in law
and fact in holding that section 4 of the
Regulation of Land Tenure (Established 
Villages) Act, 1992, precludes compensation 
for unexhausted improvements.

3. That the Honourable Trial Judge erred in law 
and fact in holding that any statutory 
provision ousting the jurisdiction of the 
courts is contrary to the Constitution of the 
United Republic of Tanzania.

4. That the Honourable Trial Judge erred in law
by holding that the whole of the Regulation
of Land Tenure (Established Villages) Act 
1992 is unconstitutional.

5. That the Honourable Trial Judge erred in law 
and fact in holding that the Regulation of 
Land Tenure (Established Villages) Act 1992 
did acquire the Respondents’ land and re
allocated the same to other people and in 
holding that the Act was discriminatory.



6. That having declared the Regulation of Land 
Tenure (Established Villages) Act 1992 un
constitutional, the Honourable Judge erred in 
law in proceeding to strike it down.

7. The Honourable Trial Judge erred in fact by 
quoting and considering a wrong and non-existing 
section of the law.

The respondents on their part submitted two notices 
before the hearing of the appeal. The First is a Notice of 
Motion purportedly under Rule 3 of the Tanzania Court of 
Appeal Rules, 1979, and the second, is a Notice of Grounds 
for affirming the decision in terms of Rule 93 of the same. 
The Notice of Motion sought to have the court strike out 
the grounds of appeal numbers 1, 5, 8 and 9. After hearing 
both sides, we were satisfied that the procedure adopted 
by the respondents was contrary to rules 45 and 55 which 
require such an application to be made before a single 
judge. We therefore ordered the Notice of Motion to be 
struck off the record.

As to the Notice of Grounds for affirming the decision 
of the High Court, it reads as follows:

1 . As the appellant had not pleaded in his Reply 
to the Petition facts or points of law showing 
controversy, the court ought to have held that 
the petition stands unopposed.

2. Since the Respondents have a court decree in 
their favour, the Legislature cannot nullify 
the said decree as it is against public policy, 
and against the Constitution of Tanzania.



3. As the Respondents have improved the land, they 
are by that reason alone entitled to compensation 
in the manner stipulated in the Constitution and 
that compensation is payable before their rights 
in land could be extinguished.

4. Possession and use of land constitute ‘'property5'11 
capable of protection under the Constitution of 
Tanzania. Act No. 22 of 1992 is therefore 
unconstitutional to the extent that it seeks to

. deny compensation for loss of use; it denies 
right to be heard before extinction of the right.

5. Operation Vijiji gave no persona right to
occupy or use somebody else’s land, hence no 
rights could have been acquired as a result of '
that ” operation’1.

6. The victims of Operation Vijiji are entitled to 
reparations, The Constitution cannot therefore 
be interpreted to worsen their plight.

7. The land is the Respondents* only means to 
sustain life. Their rights therein cannot 
therefore be extinguished or acquired in the 
manner the Legislature seeks to do without 
violating the Respondents’ constitutional right

• to life.

For purposes of clarity, we are going to deal with 
the grounds of appeal one by one, and in the process,
take into account the grounds submitted by the respondents
for affirming the decision wherever they are relevant to 
our decision.

Ground number one raises an issue which has far- 
reaching consequences to the majority of the people of 
this country, who depend on land for their livelihood. 
Article 24 of the Constitution of the United Republic of
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Tanzania recognizerj the right of every person in Tanzania to 
acquire and own property and to have such property protected. 
Sub-article (2) of that provision prohibits the forfeiture 
or expropriation of such property without fair compensation. 
It is the contention of the Attorney-General, as eloquently 
articulated before us by Mr. Felix Mrema, Deputy Attorney- 
General, that a "right of occupancy'1 which includes customary 
rights in land as defined under section 2 of the Land 
Ordinance, Cap 113 of the Revised Laws of Tanzania Mainland, 
is not property within the meaning of article 24 of the 
Constitution and is therefore not protected by the Constitu
tion. The Deputy Attorney-General cited a number of 
authorities, including the case of AMODU TUAN VS THE 
SECRETARY SOUTHERN NIGERIA (1921) 2 A.C. 399 and the case 
of MTORO BIN MWAMBA VS THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL (1953) 20 
E.A.C.A. 108, the latter arising from our own jurisdiction. 
The effect of these authorities is that customary rights 
in land are by their nature not rights of ownership of 
land, but rights to use or occupy land, the ownership of 
which is vested in the community or communal authority.
The Deputy Attorney-General also contended to the effect 
that the express words of the Constitution under Article 
24 makes the right to property, "subject to the relevant 
laws of the land."

Mr. Lobulu for the respondents has countered Mr.
Mrema's contention by submitting to the effect that what
ever the nature of customary rights in land, such rights 
have every characteristic of property, as co^jnonly known, 
and therefore fall within the scope of article 24 of the 
Constitution. He cited a number of authorities in 5 ipport
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of that position, including the- Zimbabwe case of HEWLETT 
VS MINISTER OF FINANCE (1981) ZLR 573, and the cases of 
SHAH VS ATTORNEY-GENERAL (N.2) 1970 EA 523 and the scholarly 
article by Thomas Allen, lecturer in Law, University of 
Nev/castle, published in the International and Comparative 
Law Quarterly, Vol. 42, July 1993 on "Commonwealth 
constitutions and the right not to be deprived of property*'.

Undoubtedly the learned trial judge, appears to have 
been of the view that customary or deemed rights of occupancy 
are property within the scope of article 24 of the Constitu
tion when she stated in her judgement:

"I have already noted earlier on that the 
petitioner legally possess the suit land 
under customary land tenure under section 2 
of the Land Ordinance Cap 113* They have 
not in this application sought any special 
status, rights or privileges and the court 
has not conferred any on the petitioners.
Like all other law abiding citizens of this 
country, the petitioners are equally entitled 
to basic human rights including the right 
to possess the deemed rights of occupancy 
they lawfully acquired pursuant to Article 
24 (1) of the Constitution and section 2 of the 
Land Ordinance, Cap 11 3.51

Is the trial judge correct? We have considered this 
momentous issue with the judicial cabe it deserves. We 
realize that if the Deputy Attorney-General is correct, 
then most of the inhabitants of Tanzania mainland are no 
better than squatters in their own country. It is a serious 
proposition. Of course if that is the correct position 
in law, it is our duty to agree with the Deputy Attorney- 
General, without fear or favour, after closely examining



the relevant lav/ and the principles underlying it.

In order to ascertain the correct legal position, we 
have had to look at the historical background of the written 
law of land tenure on the mainland of Tanzania, since the 
establishment of British Rule. This exercise has been most 
helpful.in giving us an .understanding'of the .nature of 
rights or' interests in. land on the mainland 'of Tanzania.
This-.historical background. shows that the overriding legal 
concern of the British authorities, no doubt under the 
influence--of the Mandate of the. League of Nations and. 
subsequently of the Trusteeship-Council, with regard to 
land,- was to safeguard, protect, and not to derogate from, 
the. rights in land of the indigenous inhabitants:. This is 
.apparent in the Preamble to what was then known as the Land 
‘Tenure Ordinance, Cap 113 which came into force on. 26 . 
January, 1923. The Preahble reads:

"Whereas it is-expedient that the existing" 
customary rights of the natives of the 
Tanganyika .Territory ■ to use and enjoy the 

' land of the Territory and the natural'fruits.
- tnereof in sufficient quantity to enable 
them to provide for the sustenance-of 
themselves' their-families and their posterity 

; should be assured, protected and preserved;

AND WHEREAS it is expedient that the rights 
and obligations of the Government in regard 

. .. to the whole of the lands within the
Territory and also:the rights and obligations 
of cultivators or c*her persons claiming"to ‘

■ have an interest in such lands should be 
defined by law.

BE IT THEREFORE ENACTED by the Governor and 
Commandpr-i.n-Chipf nf the Tanganyika Territory
MR fnllOWS . . .
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It is well known that after a series of minor amendments 
over a period of time, the Land Tenure Ordinance assumed its 
present title ana form as the Land Ordinance, Cap 113. Its 
basic features remain the same up to now. One of the basic 
features is that all land is declared to be public land and 
is vested in the governing authority on trust for the 
benefit of the indigeneous inhabitants of this country.
This appears in section 3 and 4 of the Ordinance.

The underlying principle of assuring, protecting and 
preserving customary rights in land is also reflected under 
article 8 of/ the Trusteeship Agreement, under which the 
mainland of Tanzania was entrusted by the United Nations 
to the British Government. Article 8 readss

"In framing laws relating to the holding or 
transfer of land and natural resources, 
the Administering Authority shall take into 
consideration native laws and customs, and 
shall respect the rights and safeguard the 
interests, both present and future, of the 
native population. No native land or 
natural resources may be transferred except 
between natives, save with the previous 
consent of the competent public authority.
No real rights over native land or natural 
resources in favour of non-natives may be 
created except with the same consent*'.

With this background in mind, can it be said that 
the customary or deemed rights of occupancy recognized 
under the Land Ordinance are not property qualifying for 
protection under article 24 of the Constitution? The 
Deputy Attorney-General has submitted to the effect 
that the customary or deemed rights of occupancy, though 
in ordinary parlance may be regarded as property, 
are not constitutional property within the scope of
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Article 24 because they lack the minimum characteristics of 
property as outlined by Thomas Allen in his article earlier 
mentioned where he states:

"The precise content of the bundleof rights
varies between legal systems, but nonetheless
.it is applied throughout the Comiuonwealth•
At a minimum, the bundle has been taken to
include the right to exclude- others from
the thing owned, the right to use or
receive income from it, and the right to
transfer to others. According to the
majority of Commonwealth cases, an
individual has property once he or she
has a sufficient quantitv of.these rights In a thing. whaV*ls "surfIcien-crf appearsto vary from case to case, but it is
doubtful that a single strand of the bundle
would be conaidered property on its own".

According to the deputy Attomey-General> oustomary 
br deemed rights of occupancy lack two of the threê , essential 
characteristics of property. First, the owner of such a 
right cannot exclude all others since the land is subject 
to the superior title of the President of the United 
Republic in whom the land is vested. Second, under section 
4 of the Land Ordinance, the occupier of such land cannot 
transfer title without the consent of the President.

With due respect to the Deputy Attorney-General, we 
do not think that his contention on both points is correct.
As we have already mentioned, the correct interpretation
•f S.4 and related sections above mentioned is that the
President holds public land on trust for the indigeneous 
inhabitants of that land. From this legal position, two 
important things follow. Firstly, as trustee of public
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land, the President's power is limited in that he cannot 
deal with public land in a manner in which he wishes or 
which is detrimental, to-the beneficiaries of public land.
In the w;ords 'of s. 6(1) of the Ordinance, the President 
may deal with public, .land only "where it appears to. him 
to be in the general interests- -of TanganyikaSecondly 
as trustee, _..the President"cannot be the -beneficiary of 
public- land. In other words^-he- is---exclnded fronr the"- 
beneficial interest.

With regard - t o the- -requirement--of - -consent - for--the— 
validity of title to the occupation and use of public._laxLdSH 
we do not" think -that -the--requirement;- applied---to--the 
beneficiaries of public ...land,., since such - an in'tgrpretatioQ 
w ould.. laad_. t-o -the- absurdity of ‘tra-nsf'orming-th£_„inhabi±ants 
of thiŝ jcourrtry-, - who have. be-erLin- -o-ccupa-ti-on of land 
under customary- law- from ti.nte.--_i mmemo-rial , into-mâ -?; 
squatters in their own country. Clearly that ..coult^not
have been- the._inten.tion- -of those who enacted the Land.-
Ordinance-.. It is a well known rule of interpretation 
that a law should not be interpreted to lead to an 
absurdity. We find support from the provisions of article 
8 of the Trusteeship Agreement which expressly exempted 
dispositions of land between the indigenous inhabitants 
from the requirement of prior consent of the governing 
authority. In our considered opinion, such consent is 
required only in cases involving disposition of land by 
indigeneous inhabitants or natives to non-natives in 
order to safeguard the interests of the former. We are 
satisfied in our minds that the indigeneous population of 
this country are validly in occupation of land as
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beneficiaries of such land under customary law and any 
disposition-of .land between them under customary law is 
■valid and--requires' no -prior consent from the--President.

-tie. Are- of' course aware of- the provisions of the Land 
Jtegulat,ima^J-948 and..specifically, regulation.^ which- 
requires..every- disposition--of ajiight of Occupancy to ..be 
in„.wrlting_̂ u].d;.±o be approved by the President. - In. our ; 
^Gnsidered.-opinion the Land Regulations 'apply only'to a • 
-Right- of -Geo-upancy granted under s.<,6 of the Land Ordinance h 
•and -have no applicability to customary cr deemed .rights of. \ 
occupancy*. where consent by a public authority is required 
-<uilŷ iiv--thu . ea.se of a tran&f er '• by a native to a. non-native* 
A c.ontrary interpretation would res'ult in the absurdity 
-we-have, mentioned earlier,,

As to the- contention by the Deputy Attorney-General 
--to the effect, that the right to property under Article 24 
<a£ the -Constitution is derogated 'from by the provision 
GQnxained-therein which subjects it to ‘’the relevant laws 
--of. the land'^we do not think that,, in principle, that 
-expression, which is to be found in other parts•of the 
C-bHstitutiorL,,. -can be interpreted in- a manner which, 
subordinates-the-Constitution--ter any other law. It is a 
fundamental .^principle in. any-democratic society that the 
Constitution - is supreme to every other lav/ or institution. 
Bearing this - in mind, we-are satisfied that the relevant 
proviso- means, that what is stated in the particular part ‘ 
of the Constitution is to be■exercised in accordance with, 
relevant law. - It hardly needs to. be-said that such; 
regulatory relevant law must not be inconsistent with 
the Constitution*
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For all these reasons therefore we have been led to 
the conclusion that customary or deemed, rights in land, 
though by their nature are nothing^'but rights., .to - occupy
and use the 'land*,.are nevertheless real property'protected
'by*-the-provisions. -of... article. J14- -at the* Constitution̂ .-,..,-Jit. 
follows "therefore that, jle -privation of" a -cnstomarjr or deemed 
-right--of -ocfiupancy 'without;' ^.■ompenaatiorLJ^ prohibited-,,
by-the Constitutioru-.. The prohibition-of course-extends ' 
_to,,a.--granted .rigjbv of. c*'j:-xip?jxvŷ ---¥hat is- fair compensation*- 
^depends on,..the - circumstance£i of each. case<..-.. In -some“cases, 
a reallocation of -land may- -be.,4sir -compensation.^.-*J?air 
..oompensation. however is n'ot ̂ confined. ixr-what- is~'known.:±n 
law as./ unexhausted... improvements Obviously where there are... 
•tmexhauste<lJjDprweimmts»....tiie r^ns.tltirtlon• as weH.as-the1 
-ordinary- land-iaw requires. ..fair*. compensation^-to.Jbe -paid ~
.f or, juts -deprivati or i,

W e- -are. .also**-̂  f~tia t„JLusi. vis w  'that- Mhe ce~ ±hei?e-are^3ccr 
jmexhauste(l..laiproveiiLc:,xt;3-,.. fcjcfc some - c.̂ f ort-Liias- been- put-intx>- 
tiae land by the occupier, that ..occupier ..is entitled to 
protection - under Article; 24(2.) .and fair compensation is . . 
payable-for deprivation of property» We -are led to-this 
conclusion by the principles. stated by Mwalimu Julius K. 
Nyerere in-1958 ana vcaich appears in his book !lFreedom 
and Unity" published by Oxford ..University Press, 1966. 
Nverere states, inter alia; -

"When I use ray energy and talent to clear a 
piece of ground for my use it is clear that '
-I am trying to transform this basic gift 
from God so that it can. satisfy a human 
need, It is trues however,, that this land



is not mine, but the efforts made by me in 
clearing that land enable me to lay claim 
of ownership ov^r tft® cleared piece of 
ground. But it is not really the land it
self that belongs to me but only the cleared 
ground which will remain mine as long as I 
continue to work on it. By clearing that 
ground I have actually added to its value 
and have enabled it to be used to satisfy 
a human need. Whoever then takes this 
piece of ground must pay me for adding 
value to it through clearing it by my own 
labour”.

This in our view, deserves to be described as ’’the 
Nyerere Doctrine of Land Value” and we fully accept it as 
correct in law.

We now turn to the second ground of appeal. This 
one poses no difficulties. The genesis of this ground 
of appeal is the finding of the trial judge where she 
states,

"In the light of the provisions of Article 24 
(1) and (2) of the Constitution, section 3 
and 4 of Act No. 22 of 1992 violate the 
Constitution by denying the petitioners 
the right to go on possessing their deemed 
rights of occupancy and what is worae, 
denying the petitioners compensation under 
section 3 (4) of Act No. 22 of 1992".

Like both sides to this case, we are also of the 
view that the learned trial judge erred.in holding that 
the provisions of section 4 of Act No. 22 of 1992 denied 
the petitioners or any ocher occupier compensation for 
unexhausted improvements. The clear language of that
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section precludes compensation purely on the basis of 
extinction of customary rights in land. The section 
reads:

"No compensation shall be payable only on 
account of loss of any right or interest 
in or over land which has been extinguished 
‘under section 3 of this Act” .

But as we have already said, the correct constitutional
position prohibits not only deprivation of unexhausted -
improvements without fair compensation, but every: deprivation
where there is value added to the land. We shall consider/

the constitutionality of section 4 later in this judgement*

Ground number 3 attacks the .finding of the trial judge 
to the effect that the provisions of Act No*. 22 of 1992 
which oust the jurisdiction of the Courts from dealigg. 
with disputes in matters covered by the Act are unconstitu
tional , The relevant part of the judgement of the High-.* 
Court reads as follows:

'’The effect of sections 5 and 6 of Act 
No. 22 of 1992 is to oust the jurisdic
tion of the Courts of law in land 
disputes arising under the controversial1 
Act No. 22 <s»f 1992 and exclusively vesting, 
such jurisdiction in land tribunals. Such 
ousting of the courts jurisdiction by 
section 5 and 6 of Act No. 22/92 violates"
Articles 30(1), (3), (4) and 108 of the 
Constitution.”

The Deputy Attorney-General has submitted to the 
effect that the Constitution allows, specifically-under 
article-13 (6)(a)f for the existence of bodies "or
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institutions other than the courts for adjudication of 
disputes. Such bodies or institutions include the Land 
Tribunal vested with exclusive jurisdiction under 
section 6 of Act No. 22 of 1992. We are greatful for the 
interesting submission made by the Deputy Attorney-General 
on this point, but with due respect, we are satisfied 
that he is only partly right. We agree that the 
Constitution allows the establishment of quasi- judicial... 
bodies, such as the Land Tribunal. What we do not agree 
is that the Constitution allows the courts to be ousted 
of jurisdiction by confering exclusive jurisdiction on 
such quasi-judicial bodies. It is the basic structure-of 
a democratic Constitution that state power is divided 
and distributed between three state pillars. These are 
the Executive, vested with executive power; the Legislature 
vested with legislative power, and the Judicature vested 
with judicial powers. This is clearly so- stated.under 
article 4 of the Constitution*. This basic structure is 
essential to any democratic constitution and cannot be 
changed or abridged while retaining the democratic nature 
of the constitution. It follows therefore that wherever 
the constitution establishes or permits the establishment 
of any other institution or body with executive or 
legislative or judicial power, such institution or body 
is meant to function not in lieu of or in derogation of 
these three central pillars of the state, but only in 
aid of and subordinate to those pillars. It follows 
therefore that since our Constitution is democratic, any 
purported ouster of jurisdiction of the ordinary courts 
to deal with any justiciable dispute is unconstitutional. 
What can properly be done wherever need arises to confer
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adjudicative jurisdiction on bodies - toer than the courts, 
is to provide for finality of adjudication, such as by 
appeal or review to a superior court, such as the High 
Court or Court of Appeal*

Lei us skip- ovax ground number 4 which is the 
concluding ground of the whole appeal. We shall deal 
with it later, ,Fc** now, we turn to ground number 5*
This- ground, relates to that part of the Judgement OX tbt 
learned trial judge, where she states:

“It is reverse discrimination to confiscate 
the petitioners deemed, right of oooupeacy- 
and reallocate the same to some other 
needy persons because by doing so thw 
petitioners are deprived of their right 
to own land upon which they depend for a 
liv-aiihr^d which was why thfiy acquired 
it back in 1943''

There is- merit in this ground of appeal.. Act Nq». 22- 
a£ 1992 cannot be construed to be discriminatory within 
the meaning provided by Article 13(5) of th& Constitution.. 
Mr. Sang'ka’s valiant attempt to show that the Act is 
discriminatory in the sense that it deals only with 
people in the rural areas and not those in the urban 
areas was correctly answered by the Deputy Attorney- 
General that the Act was enacted to deal with a problem 
peculiar to rural areas. We also agree with the learned 
Deputy Attorney-General, that the act of extinguishing the 
relevant customary or deemed rights of occupancy did not 
amount to acquisition of such rights. As it was stated 
in the Zimbabwe case of HEWLETT VS MINISTER OF FINANCE 
cited earlier where an extract of a judgement of
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Viscount Dilhome is reproduced statingi

"Their Lordships agree that a person may be 
deprived of his property by mere negative 
or restrictive provision but it does not 
follow that such a provision which leads 
to deprivation also leads to compulsory 
acquisition or use".

It is apparent that, during Operation Viiiji what 
happened was that some significant number of people were 
deprived of their pieces of land which they held under 
customary lav/, and were given in exchange other pieces of 
land in the villages established pursuant to Operation 
Vijiji. This exercise was undertaken not in accordance 
with any lav; but purely as a matter of government policy. 
It is not apparent why the government chose to act outside 
the law, when there was legislation which could have 
allowed the government to act according to law, as it v/as 
bound to. We have in mind the Rural Lands (Planning and 
Utilization) Act, 1973, Act No. 14 of 1973, which empowers 
the President to declare specified areas to regulate land 
development and to make regulations to that effect, 
including regulations extinguishing customary rights in 
land and providing for compensation for unexhausted 
improvements, as was done in the case of Ruf-iji District 
under Government Notice Nos 25 of 10th May 1974 and 216 
of 30th August 1974. The inexplicable failure to act 
according to lav/, predictably led some aggrieved villagers 
to seek remedies in the courts by claiming recovery of 
the lands they were dispossessed during the exercise.
Not surprisingly most succeeded. To avoid the unravelling 
of the entire exercise and the imminent danger to lav/
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this point. Whatever those measures may be, they do not 
affect this case which was decided by the High' Court a 
year ago.

Ground number 7 is next and it poses no difficult at
✓all. It refers to that part' of the High'"'Court1 s judgement 

where the learned trial judge states:

’’Furthermore section 3(4) of Act No, 22 of 
1992forbides'any compensation on account 
of the loss of any right or interest in
or over land which has been extinguished
under section 3 of Act No. 22 of 1.992*'.

As both sides agree, the reference to section 3 (4) 
must have been a slip of the pen. There is no such section,
The learned trial judge must have been thinking of section
4 and ?;oul& undoubtedly have corrected the error under the'
Slip Rule had her attention been drawn to it.

We must now return to ground number 4. The genesis 
of this ground is that part of the judgement of the trial 
court where it states:

"For reasons demonstrated above the court 
finds.that sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Act 
No. 22/92 the Regulation of Land Tenure 
(Established Villages) Act 1992 violate 
seme provisions cf the Constitution 
thereby contravening Article 64(5) of the 
Constitution. The unconstitutional Act 
No. 22 of 1992 is hereby declared null 
and void and accordingly struck down .. .

The learned Deputy Attorney-General contends in effect 
that the learned trial judge, having found only four 
sections out of twelve to be unconstitutional ought to have



^  has to :.rs not re trospoob ive„ when a.a-

Act  Nek da or 1 v is enacted by the Parliament. bo.er: 

\Mer.\- •;■..■ oustenery ri^hsa la ?. in a./ of the t i e 1:, a 

v.v l ia^ef o f  A.i-usne .a.:... ._•:•:•*, dais erode ,s <:j.so tc  

c ; f o : ,  1C,., - .a e a d i j i  oarb c / ae- a”n ', ak- o- have Si/aara

eahonery ri^e-as ia 1 ^nd n-io;. a- abiaaaished rn' la  : _n. ■ t

1970s. bearing in r-diid C 4 c-C~

a a c i correctly be described as e draccni&n lepi.a. aiira f 
\ms. -̂ oorapted oy -a situation in S'ane villaaes in ivruaio:

i t  i s  pa<2Zliti£ that a dec is ion  tc  unku a -n<_*r law 

; ••■ :de wiwre no aew law was needed, a l i t t l e -  research 

btj tke. Atternay~Gonural’ s.,pv?a;VDers w^ula have la io . oare 

' tW  xndispatabla ib c t  that oustanary r igh ts  in land in '- 

fcUji-- Lbb\& e :-ac. rn :d had been extirauishcu a yeai'

t‘m  Boll o': Rights cario into / :roa. With ciui respect 
•t*» those concerned, wo ib.el that thi_ was unnecessary 
panic chnu'acecristic of people as*.o: to Ixvinc in our 
past rather than in cur present -which is g_-\-._rn;-d by a 
constitution enibodyino a Bill of Rights» Such behaviour 

iv not aafa.ir well for aood governance.

j. i-'ii iv.; tc section 5 (1 ) end (2) whicu prohibits 
aso_^s to to.,.- oearas r tribunal, terainateb paa.:..lLu;'S 
pending in court or tribunal and prohibits onibr-c.at
■ i decisions . .. any court or tribunal eonco rain--. . • ■ • i 
disputes falling aitnia ^ct do, 2b of I9yhs wo -a'.: 
satisfied, like' the learned trial judo-? that a.a 
natire section is unconstitutional -yii' oneraieao aaJl 
caid void, as it enchroachos upo;i the sphere of 
Judicature contrary to Article 4 of tno Constitution, 
and denies an aggrieved party reraedy before an impartial



case, the appeal is partly allowed and partly dismissed. 

We make no order as t f  costs.
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